VIRUS. BEYOND THE DARK HORIZON vol.2

calling for contributors to pocket book
green anarchist art, poetry, rants

So now it’s global pandemic time! Who would have thought? Any maps of change we might have started
crawling on the shores are washed away.

Limits of 2 people allowed to gather.

‘Did I touch my face?’

Overnight mass unemployment, police state, hospital systems collapse!

Mines still running, forests still getting logged to fuck while thousands die!

How the fuck do we resist now?

Maybe the pandemic is to be overshadowed by the economic crisis to follow, we had a taste of climate
downs this summer, who would have thought those masks would get a work-out again so soon.

email beyondthedarkhorizon@protonmail.com     www.beyondthedarkhorizon.org
We are wanting to hear from you.
What is green anarchy today?
Politics in, against, beyond viral lyfe? beyond the dark horizon...?
We want your anti-institutional writings and art.

Green anarchist we want...ART short stories, surrealist rants, mini-interviews, collage, cartoons, drawings, photos, haikus, koans, poems, memories, rants, diary entries, satire, vignettes, reflections, letters, streams of consciousness, parables, sci-fi, cli-fi, magical realism, fantasy, reportage, conversation notes, lyrics... We want your intimate creation, to feel your life on the page, your hopes and rage.

Political things to shape responses – non-conclusive list of ideas! We want you to respond to texts and images in issue 1.

Tanya Day, Djab Wurrung Embassy, Debbing Creek, Mantra refugees, nihilism, cl@ss war, communization, DIY, queering revolt, immiseration, decolonization, multinaturalism, rent strike, squatting, unemployment organising, resisting work, west papua – papua Merdeka, autonomy, resisting under self-isolation, radical green anarchist history, care, capitalism, industrialism, 'deep adaptation' ... 'rewilding efforts' .... anti-capitalist scams .... resisting beyond collapse the process not an event... resisting climate collapse, dignified life again hope, resisting the police state, dead cops, survival strategies, commons, communication, settler-colonialism, nihilism, anti-hierachical organising, relations beyond the existing radical left/anarchist movement, animism, indigenous-anarchist solidarity, multinaturalism, queering, decolonization, modernity... creatively question anarchic assumptions about sexuality, gender, relationships, connection, resistance to eco-fascism, the critique of the modern from the left, mutual aid disaster relief, virus mutual aid, prisoner resistance.

Submissions: 1500 words maximum, Due date 26 July 2020.
Give us your stuff!
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